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		The purpose of this book is to enable you to create well-engineered Android applications
		that go beyond the scope of small example applications.

	
		This book is for people coming to Android programming from a variety of backgrounds.
		If you have been programming iPhone or Mac OS applications in Objective-C, you will
		find coverage of Android tools and Java language features relevant to Android programming
		that will help you bring your knowledge of mobile application development
		to Android. If you are an experienced Java coder, you will find coverage of Android
		application architecture that will enable you to use your Java expertise in this newly
		vibrant world of client Java application development. In short, this is a book for people
		with some relevant experience in object-oriented languages, mobile applications, REST
		applications, and similar disciplines who want to go further than an introductory book
		or online tutorials will take them.

	
		What does it take to build well-engineered Android applications? Explore Android's core building blocks and APIs in depth with this authoritative guide, and learn how to create compelling apps that work on a full range of Android devices. You'll work with proven approaches to app design and implementation--including application frameworks that you can use as a starting point for your own projects.

	
		Delve into sensors, native development, 3D graphics, and many other topics, and discover how to build apps on the platform of your choice. If you're an intermediate to advanced programmer, you'll learn how to make great Android apps.

		
			Learn how to use the Android SDK with the Eclipse IDE
	
			Apply advanced Java concepts regardless of your experience with the language
	
			Create an Android user interface that's captivating and easy to navigate
	
			Use the Fragment API for tablet user interfaces
	
			Make your application compatible with Honeycomb and earlier versions
	
			Understand Android's unique database design issues and the role of SQLite
	
			Use sensors and gestures to expand your app's input beyond just tapping and scrolling
	
			Explore Android APIs for multimedia, location, communication, NFC, and other applications
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Accelerated VB 2005Apress, 2007
Accelerated VB 2005 provides the fastest path to VB expertise for anyone already familiar with object-oriented programming. While books introduce VB, very few also explain optimizing its use with the .NET common language runtime (CLR). But this book both teaches core VB language concepts and covers in depth the concepts and techniques for...
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Introduction to Numerical Geodynamic ModellingCambridge University Press, 2010

	Numerical modelling of geodynamic processes was predominantly the domain of high-level mathematicians experienced in numerical and computational techniques. Now, for the first time, students and new researchers in the Earth Sciences can learn the basic theory and applications from a single, accessible reference text. Assuming only minimal...
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C# Multithreaded and Parallel ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2014

	Develop powerful C# applications to take advantage of today's multicore hardware


	About This Book

	
		Make use of the latest Visual Studio debugging tools, to manage and debug multiple threads running simultaneously
	
		Learn how to use the Thread, Task, and Parallel libraries in your C#...
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MCITP Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-647): Windows Server Enterprise AdministrationMicrosoft Press, 2008
Announcing an all-new SELF-PACED TRAINING KIT designed to help maximize your performance on 70-647, a required exam for the new MicrosoftÂ® Certified IT Professional (MCITP): Enterprise Administrator certification. This 2-in-1 kit includes the official Microsoft study guide, plus practice tests on CD to help assess your skills. It comes...
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Virtualization and Forensics: A Digital Forensic Investigator's Guide to Virtual EnvironmentsSyngress Publishing, 2010

	Virtualization creates new and difficult challenges for forensic investigations. Operating systems and applications running in virtualized environments often leave few traces, yielding little evidence with which to conduct an investigation.


	Virtualization and Forensics offers an in-depth view into the world of virtualized...
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Microservices, IoT and Azure: Leveraging DevOps and Microservice Architecture to deliver SaaS SolutionsApress, 2015

	This book provides practical guidance for adopting a high velocity, continuous delivery process to create reliable, scalable, Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) solutions that are designed and built using a microservice architecture, deployed to the Azure cloud, and managed through automation. Microservices, IoT, and Azure offers software...
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